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Abstrat
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is the largest and most ambitious
optial CCD survey undertaken to date. It will ultimately map out one
quarter of the sky with preision photometry in ve bands, high-quality
astrometry, and spetra of all galaxies and quasars brighter than ertain
limiting magnitudes. The sienti potential of the SDSS is enormous
and addresses a wide variety of astrophysial key questions. After a
proprietary period the redued and alibrated data are made available to
the astronomial ommunity as a whole.
The SDSS is run by an international onsortium involving univer-
sities and researh institutions. One of the partiipating partners is the
Max Plank Institute for Astronomy in Heidelberg. Already in its rst
year the SDSS has led to a number of spetaular sienti disoveries.
In this paper, we will introdue the SDSS survey, disuss its sienti
potential, highlight important siene results, and present the Calar Alto
key program for SDSS follow-up studies.
1 Introdution
Sky surveys have a tradition dating bak many enturies. Early atalogs and
harts were based on eye estimates of positions and luminosities, whih gained
onsiderably in depth and auray with the introdution of telesopes and
measurement tools suh as the meridian irle. The invention of photographi
plates enabled astronomers to reord large areas of the sky eiently and
objetively. Digitized versions of optial photographi all-sky surveys are
presently widely used and are often available on-line, aompanied by atalogs
with detailed photometri and astrometri information both for point soures
and extended objets. Spetrosopi follow-up surveys resulted in spetral
lassiation of bright stars, proper motions, or lassiation and redshifts of
luminous galaxies. The optial surveys are omplemented by all-sky surveys in
other wavelength ranges, whih ontinue to gain in sensitivity and resolution.
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is a large new optial survey that
is purely CCD-based. The SDSS is expeted to ultimately over up to 10,000
square degrees entered on the north Galati ap (α = 12h20m, δ = +32◦30′)
and three great irle slies of a total of 225 square degrees near the south
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Galati ap (α = 20.7h to 4h at δ = 0◦; α = 20.7h to 22.4h at δ = −5.8◦;
α = 22.4h, δ = 8.7◦ to α = 2.3h, δ = 13.2◦). The total area orresponds to
one quarter (pi steradians) of the sky. The san regions were seleted to avoid
areas of high Galati extintion. The SDSS provides 5-lter photometry,
astrometry, and spetrosopy. It is estimated that the imaging survey will
ultimately omprise ∼ 8 · 107 stars, ∼ 5 · 107 galaxies, and ∼ 106 quasars with
high-quality photometry.
The partiipating institutions in the SDSS ollaboration and some of the
rules under whih the ollaboration operates are presented in Setion 2. Teh-
nial details on the SDSS and a summary of its data produts are given in
Setion 3.
The SDSS amera saw rst light in June 1998. After the ommissioning
phase regular operations began in April 2000. Calibrated SDSS data will be
made publily available after a proprietary period, beneting the astronomial
ommunity as a whole. The rst inremental data release is sheduled for June
2001. The SDSS projet will ontinue to take data over a total of ve years.
The SDSS is unpreedented in its ombination of depth, homogeneity, and
area overage. Its sienti potential is enormous and allows one to address a
wide variety of astrophysial key questions. It provides an invaluable database
for areas suh as loal star formation, stellar and galaxy luminosity funtions,
Galati struture, low-surfae brightness galaxies, galaxy evolution, lusters
of galaxies, lensing, large-sale struture, and osmology.
In this paper we attempt to summarize important sienti ndings de-
rived from SDSS data so far (Setion 4) and present the Calar Alto key projet
for SDSS follow-up observations (Setion 5).
2 Survey Partiipants and Operations
The SDSS is an international projet with meanwhile 11 partiipating institu-
tions in the USA, Japan, and Germany. The urrent institutional partiipants
are the Fermi National Aelerator Laboratory, the Institute for Advaned
Study, the Japan Partiipation Group, the Johns Hopkins University, the
Max Plank Institute for Astronomy (MPIA), the Max Plank Institute for
Astrophysis (MPA), New Mexio State University, Prineton University, the
University of Chiago, the United States Naval Observatory, and the Univer-
sity of Washington. About 200 astronomers (inluding students) are involved
in various aspets of SDSS researh.
A ollaboration of this size requires a well-dened set of rules and respon-
sibilities in order to funtion. Data aess and usage are subjet to a mutually
agreed upon set of guidelines. Planned siene projets are announed within
the ollaboration to give all interested parties an opportunity to join and to
avoid onits of interest. Publiations are reviewed within the ollaboration
before submission. At the US universities that originally started the SDSS
every faulty or sta member and their students and postdos may work with
SDSS data if they desire for as long as they work at these SDSS institutions.
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At institutions that joined later the number of partiipants is limited by mem-
oranda of understanding. There is a group of so-alled external partiipants
who are not at SDSS institutions but who were awarded data rights for spei
projets. Finally there are builders, a term that omprises both sienti
and tehnial personnel that ontributed signiantly to the survey in its ini-
tial phase. Builders retain data rights even when leaving SDSS institutions
and may request o-authorship on any SDSS publiation they wish.
MPIA joined the SDSS in 1999. Eight people (inluding two partiipants
as well as students and postdos) are atively working on SDSS projets. As
an in-kind ontribution to the SDSS, MPIA has begun a ve-year key projet
for SDSS follow-up studies at Calar Alto (Setion 5). MPA joined the projet
in 2001. Other German partiipants inlude external ollaborators at the
Max Plank Institute for Extraterrestrial Physis, who ontribute through
the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS).
3 SDSS Tehnial Information
The SDSS uses a dediated 2.5-m telesope at Apahe Point Observatory (l =
32◦46′49.30′′ N, b = 105◦49′13.50′′ W, elevation 2788 m) in NewMexio, USA.
The telesope is a f/5 modied Rithey-Chrétien altitude-azimuth design. It
allows distortion-free imaging over a 3◦ wide eld through a large seondary
mirror and two orretor lenses.
3.1 The Photometri Survey
The imaging part of the SDSS is arried out as a simultaneous ve-olor optial
drift-san survey. Drift sanning eliminates overhead due to read-out times
and pointing osets and minimizes adverse eets of pixel-to-pixel variations.
It provides an eient observing mode with superior at elding and image
uniformity. The multi-lter observations redue eets of sky bakground
variations and ensure that all data of a eld are taken at the same airmass.
On the other hand, drift sanning is limited in depth by telesope aperture
and instrument sensitivity.
The ve SDSS lters are a modied Thuan-Gunn system (u′, g′, r′, i′, z′;
Fig. 1). They were designed to provide a wide olor baseline with minimum
overlap, to avoid night sky lines and atmospheri OH bands, to math pass-
bands of photographi surveys, and to guarantee good transformability to
existing extragalati studies. The SDSS photometri system is desribed in
Fukugita et al. (1996) and in Lupton et al. (1999).
The SDSS imaging amera onsists of a retangular array of 30 Tektron-
is/SITe CCDs arranged in 5 rows × 6 olumns. The CCDs have 2048× 2048
pixels eah. The pixel size is 24µm, providing a pixel sale of 0.4′′. Typial
seeing values are 1.5′′, but eorts are undertaken to improve the seeing. Eah
CCD provides a eld of view with a width of 13.6′. The gap between CCD
olumns is 12′. Eah san (referred to as strip) overs a non-ontiguous area
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Figure 1: SDSS lter transmission urves (solid lines, from blue to red:
u′, g′, r′, i′, z′) ompared to Johnson-Cousins lter urves (dotted lines, from
blue to red: U, B, V, R, I). The dashed line indiates the SDSS system
response.
with a width of ∼ 1.36◦. To ll the gaps a seond san is made, oset suh
that the overlap with the previous san lines is 50′′ on either side. The width
of ompleted san (referred to as stripe) is thus ∼ 2.5◦. The engineering and
tehnial details of the SDSS photometri amera are given in Gunn et al.
(1998).
Eah olumn of CCDs was optimized in sensitivity for its assigned lter
passband. Eah olumn is preeded and sueeded by rows of 22 smaller
CCDs (2048× 400 pixels) used for astrometri alibration. SDSS astrometry
is based largely on the Hipparos and Tyho atalogs and is aurate to ∼ 50
mas.
When used at sidereal sanning rate the eetive exposure time is 54 s,
resulting in an r′-band magnitude of ∼ 22.3 mag at S/N = 10 (for point
soures). In the southern survey repeated imaging of the stripes is planned to
allow one to searh for variable objets and to reah about two magnitudes
fainter.
The photometri alibration of the survey is provided by a 50-m telesope
on site (the Photometri Telesope), whih measures atmospheri extintion,
sky brightness, and photometri standards.
For further details, refer to the on-line SDSS Projet book at
http://www.astro.prineton.edu/PBOOK/welome.htm .
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For a tehnial summary of the SDSS, see York et al. (2000).
3.2 The Spetrosopi Survey
The SDSS obtains medium-resolution spetrosopy overing the same area
as the photometri survey. The spetra are taken with a multi-objet bre
spetrograph with a eld of view of 3◦. There are 640 bers in total, out of
whih ∼ 480 are used for galaxies, ∼ 100 for quasars, ∼ 20 for other targets
of speial interest, ∼ 32 for sky spetra, and the remainder for standards.
The bre plug plates are ustom-drilled for eah eld, and the bers are
inserted by hand. Eah bre has a diameter of 3′′ (0.2 mm). The minimum
bre separation is 55′′. In order to aount for variable galaxy density the
overlap between plug plates is seleted suh that the spetrosopi overage
is optimized (adaptive tiling).
The SDSS spetrograph is a two-hannel spetrograph overing a wave-
length range of 3900 Å to 9100 Å at a resolution of ∼ 3 Å (1800 < R < 2100).
Half of the 640 bers are fed into the blue (3900 Å  6200 Å) spetrograph,
and the other half into the red (5800 Å  9200 Å) spetrograph. The veloity
resolution is ∼ 150 km s−1 (70 km s−1 pixel−1) with a 10  15 km s−1 radial
veloity auray. Exposure times are typially 45 min (3×15 min). For faint
soures, S/N > 13 per Å.
The targets are seleted from the photometri survey. Galaxies and quasars
reeive priority over stars as reeted in the number of bre assignments listed
above. SDSS is expeted to ultimately obtain spetra of 900,000 eld galaxies
(r′ <∼ 18.2 mag, median redshift 0.1), 100,000 luminous red galaxies volume-
limited to z ∼ 0.4, and 100,000 quasar andidates (g′ <∼ 19.2 mag). Stars are
only targeted when they have unusual olors. Further details an be found in
the SDSS Projet Book available on-line at the URL given in Setion 3.2.
3.3 Data Produts
Imaging data and spetra are redued with automated pipeline pakages writ-
ten speially for SDSS data.
The imaging survey yields both orreted images and photometry tables.
The images are useful for, e.g., the searh for low-surfae-brightness features or
the prodution of nder harts. Cut-out pixel masks, so-alled atlas images,
are available for eah deteted objet in all passbands. For a quik look,
ombined multi-olor gif images are available for eah san.
The photometry tables ontain all point soures and extended soures
deteted in the images, their positions, uxes and magnitudes in the ve
lters, Galati foreground reddening estimated from the maps by Shlegel et
al. (1998), surfae brightness and integrated magnitudes where appliable, a
preliminary lassiation (star, galaxy, et.), prole shape, information about
lose neighbors, et. For objets with SDSS spetrosopy, links to the spetra
will be added.
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The spetra are made available as one-dimensional, wavelength and ux
alibrated tables with 4096 pixels eah. Redshifts are being derived from
emission lines and absorption lines separately, and both are listed. Further-
more, a list of lines, a link to the photometri and astrometri data, and an
explanation of why the target was seleted for spetrosopy are provided.
The SDSS data produts remain proprietary within the SDSS for approx-
imately 1.5 years in the beginning. The proprietary period for new data will
be redued as the survey progresses. The data will be released in several in-
stallments to the astronomial ommunity through dediated ftp and WWW
servers and on CD-ROM. Mirror sites for data distribution are urrently being
set up at STSI, in Japan, and probably also in Germany. An easy-to-use web-
browser-based query tool that will link image and atalog data is urrently
being developed.
The early data release of the SDSS ommissioning data (5% of the imaging
survey) is planned for June 6, 2001 during the summer meeting of the Amer-
ian Astronomial Soiety. The rst main release is sheduled for January 1,
2003 (15% of the photometri data), followed by releases in 2004 (47% and
68%), 2005 (88%), and 2006 (everything). Sine there is some time delay be-
tween imaging and spetrosopy, the fration of released spetra will initially
lag behind the amount of publily available photometry data.
4 SDSS Siene Results
Already during its ommissioning phase and in its rst year the SDSS has
produed a wide range of sienti results as reeted by numerous onferene
presentations and refereed papers. A good measure of the suess of a projet
are its sienti ndings and their presentation in the refereed literature (both
in terms of papers and itations). It is too early to review the number of
itations of SDSS papers sine the majority of them were only published in
2000 and 2001, but we an onsider the number of refereed publiations: More
than 30 papers have been published in or submitted to refereed journals sine
1999. In 1999 three SDSS siene papers were published. In 2000 the number
rose to 12. Within the same period, six tehnial papers were published in
or submitted to peer-reviewed journals. In the following setions, we will try
to give an overview of the various siene areas addressed by the SDSS and
highlight the siene results obtained so far.
4.1 Large-Sale Struture
A survey like the SDSS is tailored to study large-sale struture. Indeed this
is the main purpose of the SDSS. A homogeneous set of high-quality imaging
data and redshifts will enable us to measure galaxy lustering over an unpree-
dented sale, as a funtion of redshift, and of galaxy type. The mass density of
the universe, Ω, an be determined from anisotropies in the three-dimensional
spatial galaxy distribution in the SDSS. The angular orrelation funtion an
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be determined. Large-sale peuliar veloity ows an be deteted. Though
the presently existing data over only a small fration of the nal survey area,
they already reveal strong lustering in the distribution of bright red galaxies
out to redshifts of z = 0.45 and little evidene for lustering among quasars
out to z = 2.5.
4.2 Clusters of Galaxies
Clusters of galaxies play a vital role as probes of large-sale struture and
of osmologial mass density as a funtion of redshift. The individual on-
stituents of galaxy lusters are useful for determining the galaxy luminosity
funtion as a funtion of environment and redshift, for studying the morphology-
density relation, and evolutionary probes.
The SDSS data are being used to ompile a omprehensive, uniform galaxy
luster atalog through objetive, repeatable, automated tehniques. A va-
riety of luster nding algorithms are being used for this purpose inluding
Voronoi tessellation, mathed lter tehniques, and other enhanement teh-
niques (e.g., Goto et al. 2001). The usage of the very homogeneous image
data ombined with multi-olor information aids in this enterprise. The ur-
rent searhes onentrate on redshifts of 0 < z < 0.6. Follow-up studies in-
lude spetrosopi onrmation of members and orrelation with other data
bases suh as ROSAT's RASS.
4.3 Weak Lensing
Gravitational lensing is aused by masses distributed near the line of sight to
distant objets. The statistial eet of galaxy-to-galaxy lensing leads to small
distortions in the shapes of bakground galaxies through foreground galaxies
(weak lensing). In order to measure these eets one needs to make assump-
tions about the intrinsi shapes of the bakground galaxies, whih should not
be distorted by, e.g., star formation or interations, or by alignment eets
within galaxy lusters. Contaminating eets of this kind are best minimized
statistially by sampling over large areas under good seeing onditions. Red-
shift information helps to determine whether bakground galaxies are spatially
orrelated. The amount of the shape distortion, or shear, is a diret measure
of the mass of the foreground lens.
Fisher et al. (2000) used SDSS ommissioning data to measure galaxy-
to-galaxy weak lensing and deteted the shear signal out to radii of 600′′
with high statistial signiane. They nd that the dark halos of luminous
foreground galaxies extend to 260 h−1 kp. The shear produed by elliptials
is stronger than the shear produed by spiral galaxies, onsistent with the
elliptials being more than two times more massive.
Sheldon et al. (2001) seleted galaxy lusters found in both the SDSS
and in RASS data and deteted highly signiant shear onsistent with an
isothermal density prole, demonstrating that ensemble luster masses an
be measured from SDSS imaging data. They estimate that the SDSS will
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ultimately ontain more than 1000 galaxy lusters with RASS ross identi-
ations, whih will allow one to measure the orrelation between lensing mass
and luster X-ray luminosity as well as the ratio of luminous to dark matter.
4.4 New Quasars in the SDSS
One of the primary SDSS siene goals is to detet new quasars and to obtain
spetra of 105 quasars. The pre-seletion of quasar andidates is done in
olor spae and allows one to detet, in priniple, quasars with redshifts of
0 < z < 7.
A omparison of quasars deteted and spetrosopially onrmed by the
SDSS with atalogs of known quasars reveals that the new SDSS quasars
roughly triple the number of quasars within a given region in the sky (Rihards
et al. 2001a; Fig. 2). During its ommissioning phase the SDSS already estab-
lished several reords in quasar detetion: More than 150 quasars with z > 3.5
were found, inluding nine of the ten highest-redshift quasars known, and six
quasars with z > 5. The most distant objet known to date was disovered in
the SDSS: a quasar with z = 5.8 (Fan et al. 2000; Fig. 3). Interestingly, this
quasar shows already metal emission lines and evidene for a highly ionized
universe only ∼ 1 Gyr after the Big Bang. The derived blak hole mass of this
objet is 3× 109 from Eddington arguments (absolute magnitude of −27.2 at
a rest-frame wavelength of 1450 Å).
In SDSS data the most distant radio-loud quasar was disovered. The
number of BAL quasars was signiantly inreased (e.g., Anderson et al.
2001). Furthermore, a sample of intrinsially reddened quasars was found.
Follow-up studies are in progress. The SDSS led to the disovery of high-
redshift quasar pairs, whose de-projeted separation is estimated to be < 1
kp (e.g., Shneider et al. 2000). The detetion of suh pairs provides evidene
of lustering at z > 3.5.
Ultimately the SDSS data will allow us to study the quasar luminosity
funtion as a funtion of redshift at high spetral resolution and in unpree-
dented detail. Furthermore, the muh improved quasar ensus will ontribute
signiantly to studies of large-sale struture. The high-redshift quasar lumi-
nosity funtion seems to be onsiderably shallower than at low-redshift (Fan
et al. 2001). Preliminary results for the quasar spatial density indiate a pro-
nouned derease at z > 3.5 and, in ombination with 2dF results, a peak
somewhere between redshifts of 2 and 3 (Fan et al. 2001).
The ve-lter SDSS photometry is uniquely suited to determine photo-
metri redshifts sine the SDSS lters over a wide wavelength range with
little overlap. The four olors onstruted from adjaent lters mimi a low-
resolution objetive-prism survey with R ∼ 4 ranging from ∼ 3000 Å to ∼
10,000 Å (Rihards et al. 2001b). These olors show a strong orrelation with
redshift, and little dispersion at a given redshift. Rihards et al. (2001b) nd
that 70% of the photometrially determined redshifts are orret to within ∆z
= 0.2 for 0 < z < 5 down to a magnitude of g′ ≤ 21 mag. Hene SDSS pho-
tometry has the potential of adding 106 quasar andidates to the 105 quasars
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Figure 2: Cumulative number distribution (Ncum) of quasars within a ∼ 530
square degrees equatorial stripe as a funtion of redshift z. The dashed line
denotes all quasars previously listed in the pre-SDSS literature. The solid line
omprises all these and the new quasars deteted by the SDSS. The SDSS
detetions inreased the number of known quasars in this region by 200%.
Adapted from Rihards et al. (2001a).
for whih SDSS will obtain spetra.
Vanden Berk et al. (2001) ombined more than 2200 SDSS quasar spe-
tra to produe omposite spetra overing a rest wavelength range of 800Å
 8555 Å with 2 Å resolution and a S/N < 300. These spetra ontain more
than 80 emission lines. There is a lear trend of inreased ontributions from
young and intermediate-age populations in the underlying host galaxies at de-
reasing redshift. These omposite spetra are the highest-resolution, largest
wavelength-range spetra existing to date and will be extremely useful for a
variety of appliations inluding template tting and quasar ontinuum de-
terminations.
4.5 Galaxy Studies With the SDSS
The SDSS is obviously a perfet tool for galaxy studies. The ombination of
galaxy photometry, surfae proles, strutural parameters, spetra, and red-
shifts makes it possible to address a wide range of topis. The properties of
galaxies in voids vs. groups vs. lusters an be studied with exellent statistis.
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Figure 3: Spetrum of the most distant quasar known so far (z = 5.8; Fan
et al. 2000). This spetrum was obtained with Kek II/ESI. The ux level
of the Lyman α forest does not reah zero. This lak of the Gunn-Peterson
trough indiates that at this redshift the universe is already highly ionized.
Image redit: Rihard White, Spae Telesope Siene Institute.
Galaxy morphology, the morphologydensity relation, and galaxy luminosity
funtions an be investigated as a funtion of environment, type, and redshift.
Galaxy proles an be used for disk/bulge deomposition, studies of lopsid-
edness, indiations of interations, et. The homogeneity of the imaging data
makes the SDSS ideally suited for the searh for low-surfae-brightness galax-
ies and dwarf galaxies. The galaxy spetra yield a wealth of information useful
for deriving star formation rates, emission and/or absorption line abundanes,
and the harateristis of the dominant underlying populations.
Blanton et al. (2001) determined the luminosity funtion for 11,275 galax-
ies with SDSS redshifts and absolute magnitudes in the range of approximately
−23 mag < Mr < −16 mag. The resulting luminosity density exeeds that
of the Las Campanas Redshift Survey by a fator of two owing to the use
of Petrosian magnitudes, whih inlude a larger fration of the total galaxy
ux than unorreted isophotal magnitudes. Luminosity funtions derived by
earlier surveys an, however, be reprodued when a similar isophotal magni-
tude riterion is used. Blanton et al. nd the Shehter funtion to produe
good ts. The low-luminosity slope is similar in all ve SDSS bandpasses,
while the slope α is shown to be sensitive to galaxy surfae brightness, olor,
and morphology. Luminous galaxies generally have higher surfae brightness,
redder olors, and are more onentrated than less luminous galaxies, on-
sistent with earlier results. Blanton et al. also nd a strong magnitude 
surfae-brightness relation.
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4.6 Galati Struture Studies With the SDSS
A wide-area, multi-olor, homogeneous imaging is an ideal tool for Galati
struture studies. Star ounts within the vast area probed by the SDSS will
lead to improved determinations of the struture and position-dependent sale
heights of the Galati thik and thin disk and the Galati halo.
The ommissioning data have been used with great suess to searh for
substruture in the Galati halo. These studies led to the disovery of over-
densities in A-olored stars identied as blue horizontal branh stars and
blue stragglers (Yanny et al. 2000), and RR Lyrae (Ivezi¢ et al. 2000). Ibata
et al. (2001) showed that this substruture is onsistent with the expeted
loation of the stellar tidal stream torn o the Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal
galaxy that is urrently being areted by the Milky Way. As the area sur-
veyed by the SDSS grows one expets to trae the tidal streams over larger
regions, allowing us to onstrain not only the dynamial history of Sagittarius,
but also the mass distribution of the outer Milky Way.
Searhes for stellar substruture an be arried out in arbitrary regions in
the hope of serendipitous disoveries. Alternatively, one an target the sur-
roundings of objets that may produe suh substruture. Both star lusters
and nearby dwarf galaxies fall in the latter ategory, sine they may suer
tidal disruption through the Milky Way. Numerial simulations predit that
possibly as many as half of the present-day Galati globulars will not survive
for another Hubble time. Prime andidates for tidal disruption are diuse,
low onentration lusters.
Among the rst star lusters observed during the SDSS ommissioning
phase was the sparse, distant halo globular luster Palomar 5. We searhed
for stellar overdensities in olor-magnitude spae around Pal 5 and disovered
two well-dened, symmetri tidal tails around Pal 5 that subtend an ar of at
least 2.6◦ on the sky (Odenkirhen et al. 2001). The tails show an S-shaped
struture near Pal 5 and exhibit two density lumps at equal distanes to the
luster enter, both in aordane with expetations from N-body simulations.
The stars in the tidal tails make up 34% of the luster's stellar population,
showing that the luster is suering heavy mass loss and may be ompletely
torn apart after its next disk passages. The orientation of the tails allows us
to onstrain the luster's orbit.
Studies of the strutural parameters and a searh for potential tidal tails
around dwarf spheroidals around the Milky Way and other Galati globular
lusters are in progress.
4.7 Speial Types of Stars in the SDSS
Stars observed by the SDSS provide an invaluable resoure in their own
right. While only stars that appear to be peuliar in some way (suh as
through unusual olors) are sheduled for SDSS spetrosopi follow-up, the
ve-passband photometri database allows one to perform a preliminary las-
siation of speial types of stars based on their distintive olors alone. Stars
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Figure 4: Contour plot of the surfae density of olor-magnitude-seleted
andidate member stars of the Galati globular luster Pal 5 in galati o-
ordinates. The overlaid arrows represent dierent orbital paths of the luster
aording to dierent determinations of its absolute proper motion. The solid
line presents our improved estimate of the orbit (Odenkirhen et al. 2001).
that stand out due to their olors inlude white dwarfs, atalysmi variables,
hot subdwarfs, arbon stars, M, L, T, and brown dwarfs.
The SDSS is rapidly inreasing the white dwarf ensus and may as muh as
quintuple it. The individual white dwarfs over a wide range of types inlud-
ing atalysmi variables (22 new objets disovered at the time of writing),
magneti stars, or very ool white dwarfs, making detailed studies of the white
dwarf luminosity funtion possible. Some of the SDSS white dwarfs are on-
stituents of white dwarf  red dwarf pairs. Hot white dwarfs are often entral
stars of planetary nebulae.
The oolest white dwarf known to date was reently disovered by the
SDSS (Harris et al. 2001). Very ool white dwarfs are important sine they
belong to the oldest objets in the universe. In order to detet these faint
objets they need to be fairly nearby. The proper motion of the reently
disovered, very ool (3000 K  4000 K) white dwarf indiates that it belongs
to the Galati disk rather than the halo.
The SDSS is also improving the Galati C star ensus, partiularly for
faint, high-latitude C stars. The latter are believed to be distant halo objets,
whih would make them exellent traers of the kinematis of the Galati
halo, and of the Milky Way potential. So far 36 new C stars have been
disovered, half of whih are dwarf C stars. Dwarf C stars are a type of
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Figure 5: Spetrum of the rst methane dwarf deteted by the SDSS (Strauss
et al. 1999). This brown dwarf is a free-oater in the eld at a distane of
∼ 10 p. The strong methane and water bands in the spetrum show that it
is a member of the rare lass of T dwarfs. The spetrum was obtained with
UKIRT. Image redit: SDSS Collaboration.
star that was only reently reognized. Owing to their faintness only nearby
(within ∼ 100 kp) objets of this lass have been deteted so far. Preliminary
ndings indiate that these objets are the dominant type of C star. Together
with very ool white dwarfs they may ontribute signiantly to the baryoni
mass of galaxies. Due to their proximity proper motions an be determined
for dwarf C stars, whih together with their radial veloities onstrains their
motion.
Cool late-type stars are another type of stars whose numbers are signif-
iantly inreased by the SDSS. Many of these objets lie in the same SDSS
olor range as high-redshift quasar andidates. The ombination with 2MASS
data is helping to remove ambiguities and to identify promising targets for
spetrosopi follow-up. The SDSS has already disovered more than 100 new
late M dwarfs, about 50 new L dwarfs, and more than 15 T dwarfs. The spe-
tral lasses L and T were added to the spetral sequene only within the past
three years (Kirkpatrik et al. 1999). Low-mass stars and brown dwarfs ooler
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than late M dwarfs (∼ 1400 < Teff < 2000 K) are lassied as L dwarfs. In L
dwarfs TiO and VO absorption dereases, while the H2O bands inrease with
dereasing temperature. The T dwarf range begins at temperatures ooler
than 1300 K. T dwarfs may be the link between stars and gaseous planets
and are suiently ool to allow methane to form in their atmospheres. T
dwarfs are haraterized by pronouned H2O and CH4 absorption (Leggett et
al. 2000). Very ool, red stars identied by the SDSS were reently found to
establish the missing spetral transition link between the L and T lasses and
helped to provide a full spetral sequene for these new lasses from late M
to late T dwarfs (Leggett et al. 2000).
Figure 6: An illustration of the SDSS's ability to detet moving solar system
objets: The motion of omet Dalanton aross the sky as it was observed
by the suessive lters of the SDSS imaging amera during a san. Image
redit: Julianne Dalanton.
Two eld methane brown dwarfs, or T dwarfs, have been disovered in the
SDSS so far (Strauss et al. 1999; Tsvetanov et al. 2000; Fig. 5). They both
lie at distanes of approximately 10 p, have estimated masses of 0.015  0.06
M⊙, and ages of 0.3 to 5 Gyr. More of these rare free-oaters were deteted
in DENIS, 2MASS, and in proper motion surveys. Their number may amount
14
to a few hundred aross the entire sky.
4.8 Solar System Siene With the SDSS
Nearby moving objets suh as asteroids and omets show learly deteted
motion within an SDSS san. The SDSS software piks out these objets
automatially. The SDSS already found quite a few asteroids and its rst
omet (Fig. 6). This omet is one of the few objets believed to have ome
from the inner Oort Cloud and has its perihelion near the orbit of Jupiter
(Dalanton et al. 1999). More distant objets suh as Kuiper Belt objets are
too far away to have detetable motion in a single SDSS san.
5 The Calar Alto Key Projet for SDSS Follow-
up
While the SDSS is still in its rst year of regular operations, it has already
ontributed a wide range of impressive disoveries. It is also obvious that
various areas of SDSS-based siene need to be omplemented by observa-
tions that the SDSS itself annot provide. Infrared imaging or spetrosopy
is essential for a variety of studies from quasars to low-mass stars. Stellar
spetrosopy is intentionally negleted by the SDSS sine osmologial prob-
lems are among its primary siene goals. Certain types of SDSS follow-up
studies require long-slit spetrosopy, others deeper imaging than a drift-san
survey an provide, yet again others need observations at very high angular
resolution.
The SDSS sienti returns an be maximized by adding targeted targeted
follow-up observations, at wavelength and spetral set-ups not overed by the
SDSS itself, and by providing these apabilities at a guaranteed-time basis.
The instrumentation at Calar Alto provides a unique opportunity for
suh targeted follow-up observations for a variety of dierent programs. Of
the above requirements, Calar Alto an provide infrared imaging and spe-
trosopy, optial longslit spetrosopy, and deep imaging. The diretor of
MPIA therefore deided to set aside a ertain fration of observing time for a
key projet for SDSS follow-up studies at Calar Alto. This projet is in some
ways a suessor of the previous MPIA key projet, CADIS. Having xed
amounts of observing time alloated to this projet throughout eah semester
during the ve-year lifetime of the survey will allow suient exibility to a-
ommodate target-of-opportunity observations as well as long-term planning
of follow-up observations for large SDSS siene projets, thus optimizing the
sienti returns. We antiipate to use 30  45 nights per semester for this
key program, whih is expeted to run until 2005. As an in-kind ontribution
to the SDSS the MPIA is ommitted to making part of this observing time
available to the SDSS ollaboration.
The rst semester of key projet observations began in January 2001 with
a total number of 44 nights. These nights inlude bright, grey, and dark
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time at the 2.2-m and 3.5-m telesopes at Calar Alto. We are urrently using
four instruments: MAGIC for infrared imaging and spetrosopy, CAFOS for
imaging and low-resolution optial spetrosopy, MOSCA for optial multi-
objet spetrosopy, and TWIN for optial spetrosopy at SDSS resolution
and wavelength overage, or at higher resolution.
Time is alloated on a monthly basis in order to be able to respond quikly.
Inoming proposals are reviewed by the SDSS group at MPIA. The observa-
tions are arried out in servie mode at Calar Alto. Servie mode is partiu-
larly well suited for the SDSS follow-up projets as it allows to aommodate
requests for observations in photometri onditions, good seeing, et., to be
arried out with more exibility.
At MPIA we are urrently pursuing ve main SDSS projets in ollabora-
tion with other SDSS astronomers:
• Soure identiation of quasar and low-mass star andidates,
• Hα rotation urves of spiral galaxies,
• Low-surfae-brightness galaxies,
• Galati struture and tidal streams,
• Template spetra for SDSS population synthesis.
In addition, there are programs led by other members in the ollaboration.
In the following, we give a brief overview of SDSS siene urrently pursued
at Calar Alto.
5.1 Follow-up on SDSS Quasar and Low-Mass Star Can-
didates
At redshifts of 3 and higher quasars beome inreasingly red due to inter-
vening absorption-line systems and are well separated from the bulk of other
stellar or galaxy ontaminants exept for very ool, low-mass stars suh as
L and T dwarfs (Fan et al. 1999). Optial spetrosopy or infrared imag-
ing help to distinguish quasar andidates not targeted by the SDSS due to,
e.g., faintness. At MPIA we onentrate on the searh for new high-redshift
(z > 4.5) quasars through multi-olor near-infrared observations of andidates
pre-seleted through optial SDSS photometry. In part, these observations
aim at obtaining a omplete sample of QSOs with optial and infrared ol-
ors. Furthermore, we follow up on z-band-only detetions through additional
J-band imaging. The resulting (z − J) olors enable us to separate low-mass
stars (mostly L dwarfs) from QSOs and to selet targets for follow-up spe-
trosopy with 8-m to 10-m lass telesopes.
SDSS spetrosopy is not usually obtained for siene targets brighter than
r′ ∼ 14.5 mag. Therefore, another quasar projet exeuted at Calar Alto and
other observatories aims at obtaining redshifts for quasars brighter than this
magnitude limit.
Calar Alto spetrosopi follow-up is also being arried out for a sample of
T Tauri stars and late-type dwarfs seleted by their SDSS olors. We hope to
ultimately establish omplete magnitude-limited samples of low-mass stars,
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an important preondition in deriving deep stellar and substellar luminosity
funtions. This projet will also reveal whether the majority of the elusive
T dwarfs exist as part of binary systems or in isolation in the eld, onrm
additional anient, very metal-poor dwarfs, help to verify andidate T Tauri
stars and thus improving their ensus, and provide a basis for further follow-up
studies with large telesopes.
5.2 Galaxy Kinematis
SDSS spetra are of limited use for deriving internal galaxy kinematis sine
the spetra are obtained through bers with a xed irular diameter of 3′′.
We use long-slit spetrosopy of an SDSS-seleted galaxy sample spanning a
a wide range of luminosity and olor in order to obtain rotation urves and
stellar veloity dispersions. SDSS provides distanes, luminosities, olors, and
morphologial parameters for these galaxies. The longslit data will provide
dynamial parameters  the depth and prole of galaxy potential wells 
that an be inorporated into prinipal omponent analyses of the galaxy
distribution. The data will also yield aurate estimates of the true satter in
bivariate distane indiator relations, most notably the Tully-Fisher relation,
as a funtion of luminosity and wavelength. By ombining the orrelations
between dynamial and photometri properties obtained from our sample with
the distribution of photometri properties derived from the full SDSS redshift
survey, we an estimate the distribution of galaxy-mass potential well depths,
a fundamental predition of galaxy formation theories. This data set may also
be useful for many other investigations, inluding searhes for new distane-
indiator relations, studies of the distribution of galaxy angular momenta,
and identiation of dynamially peuliar systems.
5.3 Low-Surfae-Brightness Galaxies and Dwarf Galax-
ies
This projet follows up on low-surfae-brightness (LSB) and dwarf galaxies
that we detet in the SDSS images based on adaptive lters and other teh-
niques. The homogeneity, area overage, and depth of the SDSS makes it
uniquely suited for improving the ensus of these faint objets. With many
of the LSB and dwarf galaxies too faint to be targeted by SDSS spetrosopy,
our spetrosopi follow-up studies allow us to determine distanes, abun-
danes, kinematis, and to some extent even star formation histories. This
will vastly inrease the available data on low-mass galaxies and enable us to
arry out a thorough study of galaxy evolution and impating fators (suh
as environment) with unpreedented omprehensiveness.
5.4 Galati Struture and Tidal Streams
The SDSS data quality far exeeds the apabilities of photographi all-sky
surveys, whih are less deep, have poorer resolution, suer from large-sale
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inhomogeneities and enter-to-edge plate variations, and are limited in area
overage. This makes it an exellent tool for Galati struture studies as
desribed earlier. Still, the SDSS is limited in depth. Also, it does not obtain
stellar spetra on a regular basis.
Calar Alto follow-up on tidal streams omprises both deep imaging and
spetrosopy. Deep imaging is used to obtain luminosity funtions in streams
and the parent objet, and to study mass segregation. Spetrosopi follow-
up is used both to establish kinemati membership of stars in streams and to
measure the veloity dispersion, whih yields ruial onstraints for dynamial
modelling.
5.5 Calibration and Modelling
The interpretation of both SDSS photometry and spetrosopy requires a thor-
ough understanding of the SDSS alibration. Currently the SDSS alibration
is still onsidered preliminary, subjet to additional improvements prior to
the rst large publi data release. This aets the absolute alibration of the
SDSS photometry and the ux alibration of the spetrosopy. E.g., a still
unanswered question is how SDSS 3′′ bre spetra of point soures or extended
soures ompare to regular longslit spetra of the same soures. Another po-
tential onern is how well the ombination of SDSS spetra obtained in the
red and in the blue hannel works.
A more general topi is the interpretation of spetrosopi indies mea-
surable in galaxies, in partiular Balmer line ratios as age indiators and Lik
indies. Population synthesis models may yield dierent ages even for simple
stellar populations than does detailed olor-magnitude diagram modelling of
their resolved stellar populations. This is a partiularly severe problem that
beomes diult to assess in galaxies where only the integrated light an be
measured. Age and metalliity indiators like the Lik indies may be subjet
to errors owing to the impat of, e.g., horizontal branh morphology variations
or mixed-age populations rather than single-age populations.
We are working on establishing a spetrosopi template database at SDSS
resolution. Our targets inlude both stars with well-established metalliities
and star lusters with known ages, reddenings, distanes, and abundanes.
This eort is being arried out at Calar Alto and other observatories and will
be vital for the interpretation of SDSS spetra and SDSS-spei population
synthesis models.
6 Outlook
The SDSS is mapping one quarter of the sky through multi-olor imaging
and spetrosopy at unpreedented area overage and homogeneity. The re-
dued and alibrated data will beome available to the entire astronomial
ommunity over the next ve years. They will undoubtedly spawn a wide
range of disoveries ranging from osmology to star formation. This unique
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vast database will hange the way we do astronomy and provides a virtual
observatory in itself.
There are eorts to arry out southern large-sky surveys. The 2dF QSO
Redshift Survey (2QZ) will obtain redshifts for more than 25,000 quasars.
ESO is building the VLT Survey Telesope (VST), a 2.5-m telesope for op-
tial wide-eld imaging. The British Visible & Infrared Survey Telesope for
Astronomy (VISTA) will provide both optial and infrared imaging. VISTA
will reah approximately ve times deeper than the SDSS in the northern
hemisphere and will surpass DENIS and 2MASS in depth as well.
The SDSS and the ongoing/planned southern surveys are omplemented
by similarly large databases in other wavelength ranges suh as 2MASS,
FIRST, HIPASS/HIJASS, RASS, et. The ombination of multi-wavelength
uxes, veloity and distane information may lead to disoveries that we an
not yet envision.
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